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Andy Asherbranner Louis Browne* Shawn Kuster

Questions
Does the City of Regina pr
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City Council has set a visio
statement for Regina that s
“Imagine Regina 2020, Can
most vibrant, clusive, att
sustainable, community w
people live in har o y and
in portun ty.”  W uld yo
support he City of Regina
devel ping a comprehe si
policy and imple entation
that will ensure that people
have a disability are art o
vision?
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Yes. As a sociologist, I 
understand the need of social 
interaction between individuals 
in a community environment.  
Without social interaction there 
can be no individual or 
community social growth.  Just 
like it takes a community to 
raise a child, it takes a 
community to raise a city.  
However, it requires individuals 
with disabilities to have a desire 
to interact physically and 
socially with other individuals 
within the community.

Yes
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The City of Regina is an Eq
Employer under the 
Saskatchewan Human Rig
Commission Equity progra
which target’s tha  at least
the City workforce should 
people wh  are identifie  a
a disability.  Do you believ
the City is meeting its 
Employment Equity obliga

uity 
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 9.7% of 
be 
s have 

e t t 

tions?

 No. As a City Councillor it 
would be my position that any 
individual qualified to fill the 
position is hired regardless of 
any disibility.  It is up to the 
individual seeking employment 
to have the necessary skills to 
perform the job, or be willing to 
train for the position.  The 
emphasis is on the 
qualifications of the individual, 
not the required percentage.  If 
any disabled individual is willing 
to be trained or re-trained then 
it is possible the target 

t ld il bpercentage would easily be 
exceeded.

No
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The United Nation Conven
t e Prot ction and Promot
h Rights and Dignity of P

with Disabilities provide a 
framework for the develop
and implementation of p l

practic s regarding pe
with disabilities. Would yo
support the city of Regina 
following the provisions o
convention? 
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Yes. If elected I will strive to 
make the City of Regina one of 
the most inclusive cities in 
North America.  However, this 
will require concrete input from 
all groups within the city 
regardless of their socio-
economic level.  Given this 
Regina needs to be adaptive to 
the needs of all individuals.  As 
the city expands, it should 
target individual groups that are 
under-represented in the city's 
social mosaic. The solution will 
have to be unique to Regina's 

lt l d i d icross-cultural and varied socio-
economic levels.

Yes
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